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This paper concerns with free form surface reorganization and assessment of free form model complexity, group-
ing particular surface geometrical properties within patch boundaries, using self organized Kohonen neural network
(SOKN). Neural network proved itself as an adequate tool for considering all topological non-linearities appearing
in free form surfaces. Coordinate values of point cloud distributed at a particular surface were used as a surface
property’s descriptor, which was led into SOKN where representative neurons for curvature, slope and spatial sur-
face properties were established. On a basis of this approach, surface patch boundaries were reorganized in such
a manner that finish machining strategies gave best possible surface roughness results. The patch boundaries were
constructed regarding to the Gaussian and mean curvature, in order to achieve smooth transition between patches,
and in this way preserve or even improve desired curve and surface continuities, (C2 and G2). It is shown that
by reorganization of boundaries considering curvature, slope and spatial point distribution, the surface quality of
machined free form surface is improved. Approach was experimentally verified on 22 free form surface models
which were reorganized by SOKN and machined with finish milling tool-path strategies. Results showed rather
good improvement of mean surface roughness profile Ra for reorganized surfaces, when comparing to unorganized
free form surfaces.

Key words: Neural network (NN), Self organized Kohonen neural network (SOKN), Free form surface, place-
CAM, Index of surface complexity (ISC)

Povećanje kvalitete rezultata površinske hrapavosti kod obrade slobodnih površina temeljem neuron-
skih mreža. Ovaj se članak bavi reorganizacijom slobodnih površina i ocjenom kompleksnosti modela slobodnih
površina, grupirajući odre�ena površinska geometrijska svojstva unutar zatvorenih površina, koristeći samoorga-
nizirajuću Kohonenovu neuronsku mrežu (SOKN). Neuronske mreže pokazale su se kao prikladan alat za razma-
tranje svih topoloških nelinearnosti koje se pojavljuju kod slobodnih površina. Vrijednosti koordinata oblaka točaka
raspodijeljenih nad odre�enom površinom korišteni su kao svojstveni opis, što je nadalje vodilo prema SOKN-u,
gdje su ustanovljeni reprezentativni neuroni za zakrivljenost, nagib i prostorno-površinska svojstva. Na temelju
ovoga pristupa reorganizirane su granice zatvorenih površina na takav način da metode površinske obrade daju
najbolje moguće rezultate spram površinske hrapavosti. Granice tih površina odre�ene su prema Gaussovoj i pros-
ječnoj zakrivljenosti kako bi se postigao glatki prijelaz izme�u zatvorenih površina te kako bi se na taj način očuvala
ili čak unaprijedila željena zakrivljenost i glatkoća površine, (C2 i G2). Pokazano je da se reorganizacijom granica
s obzirom na zakrivljenost, nagib i prostornu raspodjelu točaka, poboljšava kvaliteta obra�ene slobodne površine.
Pristup je eksperimentalno potvr�en na 22 modela slobodne površine koji su reorganizirani SOKN-om i površinski
obra�eni odre�enim metodama. Rezultati pokazuju poprilično dobro poboljšanje prosječne vrijednosti površinske
hrapavosti Ra za reorganizirane strukture u usporedbi sa neorganiziranim slobodnim površinama.

Ključne riječi: neuronske mreže, samoorganizirajuća Kohonen neuronska mreža (SOKN), slobodna površina,
placeCAM, indeks površinske kompleksnosti

1 INTRODUCTION

In a last time many research effort has been made in
an area of recognizing, extracting and optimal feature ma-
chining of 3D free form surfaces. Available free form sur-
face recognition methods are mostly focused on recogni-
tion of geometrically simple machined objects, attempting

to classify surfaces into planar regions, spherical regions,
or surfaces of revolution. [1] The most common approach
is based on signs of Gaussian and mean curvature, because
this allows four surface types: convex, concave, and two
types of saddle regions. Some methods also consider um-
bilic regions (those are regions in which the two principal
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curvatures are equal), and direction of surface normals in
particular points. But these type of methods are not suffi-
cient to classify free form surfaces for later machining fea-
tures. Nowadays the purpose of automatic feature recog-
nition techniques is mostly to generate feature recognition
rules and hints from feature examples in accordance to a
given feature taxonomy. There are also some automatic
methods that combine the advantages of inductive and de-
ductive techniques and are called hybrid, but they all work
mainly on volume models. In this sphere one can also find
the rule based approach, which relies on pattern recogni-
tion. [15] There exists also feature recognition technique
based on the hint based approach which is mainly used for
recognition of interacting features. [16, 17] The biggest
lack of this methods is difficulty to define rules for all con-
ceivable feature configuration or expand an existing rule
while maintaining its consistency. As a lack of these in-
formation, features are not well concatenated which has a
reflection in a bad later finish machining results.

Because all geometric and technological properties of
complex free form surface are changing continuously and
relations between them are mostly non-linear, it is hard
to predict them, and this is also one of the reasons why
SOKN is being used to overbridge this problems. [2] The
SOKN based on point cloud inputs enables dynamically
free form surface boundaries reorganization and therefore
contributes to improved surface roughness results in finish-
ing tool path strategies.

2 NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH

General neural network approach employs two types of
algorithms to train the network, supervised and unsuper-
vised learning. Applications of supervised learning are re-
ported in [18,19] The NN is trained to recognize some ge-
ometrical and topological patterns that are specific for a
given feature. So there must be available a set of prede-
fined set of feature classes. The benefit of this approach
is that system could be growing and extending easily with
adding new features into training data base. At the same
time it should be noted that NN deals only with numerical
inputs, that are not always sufficient to represent geomet-
rical and topological data stored in CAD models. Usually
NN approach demands desired data file of features which
must be prepared before training the network. Of course
because of tiresome procedure of effectively recognizing
free form features it is very hard to establish the appropri-
ate desired file. To overcome this problem, the Kohonen
structure of self organized NN is often used. [3] In this
way the problem is elegant overcome by inputting strewed
point cloud data directly into NN, which represents geo-
metrical and topological free form surface properties.

2.1 Self-organized Neural networks

Self organized feature maps introduced by Kohonen
were inspired by the meaningful organization of neurons
in the cerebral cortex of the brain. Soma cells comprising
a mental-level map are usually distributed over the entire
nervous system. That’s why self organized feature maps in
a sense emulate the mental-level maps by evolving the in-
trinsic status of constituent neurons in response to outside
stimuli. This network has a strong self-organizing ability
which is used to predefine or organize many kinds of un-
ordered data structures, like point cloud received with co-
ordinate measuring machines, or with projection operation
inside CAD systems. [4]

2.2 Arhitecture of Kohonen self organized neural net-
work

The SOKN is structured as a two-layer network, con-
sisting of one input layer and one output layer. Neurons
on this layers are arranged into a 2-D array in which they
are interconnected to each other. The number of output
nodes is always a compromise between accuracy and ef-
fectiveness, mostly determined in a heuristic manner. The
graphic presentation and the training procedure of SOKN
is shown in Fig. 1. [5]

Fig. 1. The structure of the Kohonen neural network

The network uses so called soft competition map, where
both the winning PE and its neighbours join in a learning
process and they also participate on sharing winning input
vectors. [6] Opposite to this kind of learning exists hard
competition, where the winner neuron takes it all. The
process of competition is initiated by some input stimuli
within the output layer. In soft competition the winning
share is distributed around the neighbouring neurons ac-
cording to Gaussian distribution. As a result clusters of re-
sponses can be established. In our case clusters of strewed
cloud points written in (x,y,z) manner are established. The
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collection of clusters forms what we call a feature map.
The training procedure is the following: [7]

Initialize the weights ws
j , (s = 1,2,3, j = 1,. . . ,m). Let

the training time t = 1

Present new input values (x1, x2, x3), which are the co-
ordinates of a randomly selected input point

Compute the Euclidean distance of all output nodes to
the input point:

dj =
3∑

s=1

(
xsi0 − ws

j

)2
, j = 1, . . . .m (1)

Compute the neighborhood N(t) = (j0, j1, ...., jk) of
the winning node

Update the weights of the nodes in the neighbourhood
for ∀j ∈ N(t) by the following equation:

ws
j (t + 1) = ws

j (t) + η(t)(xsi0 − ws
j (t)), (2)

where η(t) is a gain term decreasing in time

Let t = t + 1. Repeat all upper steps so many times,
until the network is finally trained

The gain term which is decreasing in time is defined as
Gaussian function, written in following form:

η(t) =
1√
2π

e−
1
2 t2 (3)

SOKN is actually used three times. The first NN will be
used for spatial presentation of geometric properties of par-
ticular free form surface. The coordinates of point cloud
(x,y,z) are feed into input layer.

The second neural network is used for presentation of
topological properties of free form surface. The Gaussian
curvatures calculated in each point, are fed into the input
layer.

The third NN is used for presentation of properties re-
sponsible for tangent and smooth surface patch connec-
tions. The slope gradient calculated in each point is fed
into input layer.

Number of nodes in input layer is three, and every node
in the second layer has three connections to which three
weights are assigned. These weights are considered as spa-
tial weight coordinates (x,y,z) of a particular point. The
nodes in second layer are ordered in quadri-lateral grid,
thus the corresponding spatial points Qi also form a grid,
which is not absolutely fixed, because the weights are
changing all the time, but the topology of the moving grid
is the same as of the quadrilateral (nodes) grid.

Intuitively, objects with complex shapes and huge sizes
require larger numbers of clusters and surface patches to

approximate the free form surface shape. In this paper the
number of patches depends on object size and object com-
plexity, which is assessed with the index of surface com-
plexity (ISC) in the following equation: [10]

ISC =
{

a ·
[∑

gaussian_curvature
]

+ b ·
[∑

slope_gradient
]}max R

min R ·
(

S

V

) a max
a min

(4)

coeficient a = f (workpiece hardness, surface roughness)
coeficient b = f (geometrical tolerance, final machining

tolerance)
S/V – relation between area of machined surface and

volume of removed material
maxR/minR – relation between maximum and mini-

mum tool radius used for finishing
amax/amin – relation between maximum and minimum

height of cut
The importance of particular components in equation

(4) and their influences on results were established with
the help of usual backpropagated multilayer neural net-
work, which performed the sensitivity test, using gradi-
ent descent learning algorithm. This test showed influence
(contribution) of every equation member on NN weight
changes during training. On a basis of sensitivity test re-
sults and trials, the equation (4) was formed.

Next is presented the calculation of ISC for free form
surface from Fig. 2.

a = 0.1 to 0.5 (hardness < 42HRc) and 0.5 to 1
(42HRc < hardness < 52HRc)

b = 1 for final finish machining, for the rest operations
b< 1

ISC = (0, 25 · 37, 66 · 10−2 + 1 · 92, 74)1.26 · 0, 0476 =
16, 19

Relation between number of neurons and ISC is shown
in Table 1.b

ISC Number of neurons Machining
on output layer description

0 ÷ 7,5 0 – 5 very easy
to machine

7,5 ÷ 15 6 – 10 easy
machining

15 ÷ 22,5 11 – 15 usually
machining

22,5 ÷ 30 16 – 20 relative
complex

30 ÷ 37,5 21 – 30 complex
machining

37,5 ÷ 45 31 – 40 very complex
machining
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(a)

�

(b)

Fig. 2. Projected point cloud in free form surface (a) and

winning neurons organized in a string form (b)

3 EXAMPLE OF FREE FORM SURFACE REOR-
GANIZATION, USING KOHONEN MAP

3.1 Spatial form shape presentation of free form sur-
face

A model of projected points shown on Fig. 2a, written
in (x,y,z) ASCII format is fed into input layer of Kohonen
neural network. The SOKN substitutes the whole number
of projected points with clusters, each containing the win-
ning neuron and sub neurons, which shares the winning
share, according to the Gaussian distribution. If the win-
ning neurons are connected in anti clock wise direction,
then a kind of string is formed as shown in Fig. 2b, and
the shape of this string is now significant for this particular
surface and describes all spatial properties of this free form
surface.

Organization, arrangement and number of winning neu-
rons on a surface, is possible to link with the ISC, and re-
spectively in the next step with the quality of machined
surface. Relation is shown in Fig. 3, where 1342 projected
points from Fig. 2a, are reduced to 37 PE, maintaining
complete geometrical relations from the input layer. Koho-
nen map found 37 central neurons, which completely de-
scribe the spatial shape properties of the surface. So these

center areas should be considered when the milling path
strategy will be chosen, and when the main technological
parameters will be established. Because some central neu-
ron areas were partly covered among themselves, or the
same points were delivered to the different neuron centers,
only one point was left in such a case, and it was added to
the central neuron, which covered a larger area.

Fig. 3. Frequency of winning for 37 neurons

It is obvious from Fig. 3, that the neuron number 4
which has won 60 times, neuron number 28 which won
37 times and neuron number 42 which won 56 times, are
the absolute favorites. From 49 neurons used on the output
layer of SOKN, only 37 were reported to get at least one
victory or more, while 12 neurons never won. Neurons
who never won, are called death neurons, which emerged
because there was too many neurons on the output axon.
But after they are identified and excluded, they became
harmless.

3.2 Gaussian curvature presentation of free form sur-
face

The benefit of presentation of curvature map with
SOKN is mainly in very smart forming of point curvature
clusters, which can give us a very good review of clus-
ter interlacement and therefore describes zones which are
very important and favourable for forming patch bound-
aries at later machining strategies inside CAM system. Ar-
eas which are recognized with SOKN as particularly sig-
nificant according to their curvature changes, and ave very
strong influence on a radial and tangential acceleration of
milling tool. [8,10]

The Gaussian curvature which is considered in point M,
is defined as:

K =
1

R1R2
, (5)

where R1, R2 – maximum and minimum main curve ra-
dius of normal cross-section of surface in point M. Gen-
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eral three different cases are distinguished on a free form
model:

K > 0, R1 in R2 have the same sign, it means that
the entire surface is located on the same side of tangen-
tial plane. These points are called elliptical points, and the
form of surface is spherical.

K < 0, R1 in R2 have different sign, it means that tan-
gent plane in point M intersects the surface. The surface
has a form of saddle and is very inconvenient for machin-
ing, because the embrace angle of milling tool increases or
respectively changes during the machining process.

K = 0, R1 in R2 = 8, These points are called parabolic
valley points.

After all Gaussian curvature cluster values were un-
coded from curvature space into spatial space, the curva-
ture clusters with their boundaries formed with Kohonen
neural network were formed as shown in Fig. 4. The clus-
ter areas are already settled up, after the redundant zones
which made unions and which also included duplicated
winning neurons are left out. The borders of neighbour-
hoods and location of winning neurons were established
with the help of Hinton diagram inside Neurosolution soft-
ware, after the positions in Hinton diagram are decoded.
The central neurons are shown exactly, since the individ-
ual cluster borders are known, because for every central
neuron 8 neighbourhood neurons could be found, and for
every neighbourhood neuron, 8 new border neurons are
detected. Therefore central neuron boundaries could be
made, as shown in Fig. 4. [9]

Fig. 4. Curvature clusters with their central neurons

formed with Kohonen neural network

There are 17 curvature clusters formed on this particu-
lar surface, with their winning neuron shown as line junc-
tions on Fig 4. The shape of every cluster area is formed

according to a winning distribution of the central neuron.
When all central winning neurons or processing elements
(PE) are connected together with a straight lines, the char-
acteristic string is formed, as shown in Fig 4. The shape of
band string could be used for later surface curvature prop-
erties description, and for comparison of these properties
between different surfaces.

Also in this case it was found that there exists a strong
relation between the number of neurons in output layer and
ISC (index of surface complexity). [10]

3.3 Analysis extended to more comprehensive free
form surface data base

To achieve more reliable results considering average
profile of surface roughness Ra in reorganized surfaces, all
procedure was checked on 22 free form models, including
point cloud model from Fig. 2, which serves as an example
for detail explanation of procedure.

The same algorithm which was shown in Sections 3.1
and 3.2 was performed on 21 free form surfaces, taken
from tool-shoop company which produced dies and inserts
for injection moulding tools in car industry. Relations for
clustering curvature properties to neuron number in SOKN
is shown in Fig 5.

Fig. 5. Trend of curve for number of neurons on output

layer in dependence of ISC (index of surface complexity)

for 22 free form models

It is noticed that for different free form surface models,
also different trends of curves are gained. The curvature
trend curve in Fig. 5 is significant for our 22 models which
were used in presented case. When the other group of mod-
els is used, then curve with another trend would appear. So
on a basis of these curve trends, the hardness or easiness
for machining could be concluded in advance, which is
very useful information for department of production plan-
ning in any tool-shop company. Going one step further,
the comparison for different families of free form surfaces
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could be made when comparing trend of these curves. It
was also found in [11,13] that the number of neurons and
the value of ISC is in relation with the number of milling
tool-path strategies when finish operation is performed.

3.4 Clustering with Voronoi tesselation, using win-
ning neurons (PE’s)

An unsupervised technique that groups data according
to similarity (which also implies considering what is dis-
similar) is called Voronoi tessellation. This operation is
also commonly called clustering in pattern recognition.
From the point of view of the input space, clustering is
dividing the space in local regions, each of which is asso-
ciated with an output neuron (PE). The input space is di-
vided as a honeycomb. The weights of each PE represent
points in the input space called prototype vectors. If we
join prototype vectors by a line, its perpendicular bisector
will meet other bisectors forming a division that resembles
a honeycomb, shown in Fig. 7. So the Voronoi diagram is
used to differentiate between clusters in the input space on
a basis of winning neurons (PE), determined by Kohonen
NN. Each PE in Fig. 6 corresponds to a cluster or region
of input space, where it is the closest to all the points in
that particular region. Honeycomb in Fig. 6 is formed for
curvature clusters which are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Patches, made by Voronoi tessellation, with their

center neurons for Gaussian curvatures, for surface model

from Fig. 2

Clustering is therefore a continuous-to-discrete trans-
formation. The ultimate requirement of this process is to
have a set of clusters that minimizes the distance between
the centers of each cluster and the input that falls into each
cluster. [9,12]

Slope gradient presentation of free form surface with
Kohonen neural network

The slope gradient (tangent) was calculated in every sin-
gle point, and values were fed into input layer of Kohonen

neural network. Topology of neural network is the same as
in former case. As a result, seven winning neurons were
established, and the other were found to be dead neurons,
without winning any competition. Figure 7. presents 7
winning neurons, which have attracted in their neighbour-
hood similar values for slope gradient, on a (x,y) working
plane. The values extend from minimum slope = -0.8574
to maximum slope = 0.7713.

Fig. 7. Clusters of slope gradients formed with Kohonen

neural network, shown in spatial space, for sample model

presented in Fig. 2

It was shown in [12,13], that slope gradient areas have
significant influence on a feedrate of milling tool.

3.4.1 Analysis of slope gradient clusters

All information about the particular free form surface
organized with Kohonen neural network, and data needed
to effectively represent the free form surface are now coded
and reduced, and as such very suitable for manipulation
and storing a large amounts of geometrical data consider-
ing investigated surfaces. It is also reasonable to form the
milling patch boundaries in similar shape, like the clusters
boundaries, because in this case the transition from one
patch to another can easily satisfy the C1 and C2 continu-
ities. So patch boundaries can be reorganized in a way to
be very suitable for NURBS machining. This access was
shown in former contribution [12] . As in curvature clus-
ters, also in this case a relation between number of neurons
and ISC can be recorded. To get more reliable results, this
relationship was plotted for the entire group of all 22 free
form surface models as in case of curvature investigation.
Results are shown in Fig. 8.

After computing the ISC, it can be concluded on neces-
sary number of neurons in Kohonen output layer, in depen-
dence from curvature or slope gradient in particular free
form surface model.
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Fig. 8. Trend of curve for number of neurons on output

layer in dependence of ISC (index of surface complexity)

for 22 free form models

4 SURFACE ROUGHNESS RESULTS OF MA-
CHINED FREE FORM SURFACES, REORGA-
NIZED VIA SOKN

Presented in Fig. 9 and 10 is comparison of average
mean surface roughness profile Ra, for all 22 free form sur-
faces machined by proposed reorganized boundaries, and
Ra for surfaces machined in a conventional manner. Whole
family of 22 free form surfaces is prepared in such a man-
ner, that it covers complete ISC index range, as presented
in Table 1. The ISC index is explained in greater detail in
reference [12]. All free form surfaces were machined with
free form milling path strategies in three different CAM
systems, using a 42 HRC steel material. Finishing oper-
ation was performed in 5 axis Mikron UCP 1000 CNC
machine, using 4 to 8mm diameter ball mill cutters. Re-
sults of Ra against ISC range is shown in Fig. 9 and 10.
Milling tool-path finishing strategies were formed by fol-
lowing the so called string from Fig. 4, using "finish pro-
jection machining" considering the form of string, directly
on a patches obtained by Voronoi diagram. It is also pos-
sible to perform "surface finishing" tool-path strategy on
Voronoi patches, but patches should be machined in suc-
cessive order, following the curvature cluster string for ev-
ery of 22 free form surfaces. This task could be easily done
in every modern CAM system, which allows to define its
own tool-path motion, by projection of particular polyline
or spline directly on a free form surface.

It is noticeable how Ra is growing according to raised
ISC. It was shown on a tool-shop floor, that ISC interacts
also with applied feed rate during free form machining.
Models reorganized by SOKN shows surface roughness
profile results improved for about 20% to 25%. It must be
pointed out, that this holds only for finishing milling path
strategies, where at semifinish the surface roughness it is
not important as primary goal. On a basis of clustering of

Fig. 9. Average value of Ra for all 22 models (Ra = 1,81

μm)

Fig. 10. Average value of Ra for all 22 models with reor-

ganized patch boundaries via SOKN (Ra = 1,42 μm)

spatial point clouds with SOKN, boundary patches are con-
structed, whose machining parameters are much more sta-
ble and consistent, and therefore give better surface rough-
ness results. It is also possible to determine an optimal en-
try and exit cutting tool points, considering regions estab-
lished with SOKN, which also contributes to better qual-
ity of machined surface. Detailed research is still going
on, and interaction results of ISC with other technological
parameters like cutting speed, cutting depth etc. will be
shown in future papers.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
WORK

It was shown how the free form surfaces and their main
topological and geometrical properties can be interpreted
through Kohonen maps. Boundaries of the patches on a
surface can be optimized according to the optimal techno-
logical parameters, when the areas obtained with clustering
in Kohonen maps are considered. It was also shown that
surface roughness mean profile Ra is improved almost for
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about 25% when using reorganized boundaries on a basis
of SOKN. The other benefit which was not shown in this
paper is that once the central neurons (PE) and curvature
trends are known, it is also possible to go in opposite direc-
tion, therefore infer on and determine the complete spatial,
slope and curvature point clouds. So it is usable for surface
properties presentation as well as for data compression of
very complex free form surfaces, which otherwise are very
hard to transform into CAM features.

The influence of the winning neurons in a spatial, slope
gradient and curvature Kohonen maps on a milling tool-
path strategy inside placeCAM system and their influence
on a main technological parameters should be further in-
vestigated. The form in which Kohonen maps present all
crucial surface properties is also very suitable for using
it as an input to the other type of neural network topolo-
gies, otherwise it is very hard to present surface shape as
an input into neural network. In these directions further
research work will be proceeded.
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